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Abstract— Wireless sensor network is a communication 

community throughout the sensors nodes. Sensor nodes 

gather data approximately the physical surroundings. Now-a-

days one most important problem in Wi-Fi ad-hoc sensor 

community is wastage of energy at each sensor nodes. Energy 

is the one most essential thing while considering sensor 

nodes. Wi-Fi sensor networks require solution for holding 

energy level. One new type of attacks known as vampire 

attacks, which occurring at network layer. Present protocols 

are not focusing on this vampire attacks occurring on routing 

layer, as a result there exist forms of attacks namely, carousel 

and stretch attacks. Consequently there is a big of energy loss. 

New protocol referred to as link layer protocol, a valuable and 

secured protocol. By way of the usage of this, existing issues 

may be achieve the problem over. 

Key words: wireless sensor networks, vampire attack, 

security. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Remote Sensor system (WSN) comprises of spatially 

administered independent sensors to co-operatively screen 

physical or ecological conditions, for example, temperature, 

sound, vibration, strain, movement or contamination. As 

WSNs have generally being utilized because of their 

broadness of utilizations by military, investigation groups, 

analysts et cetera, it is particularly important to give security 

to the information against gatecrashers. 

Averting hacking of information in Wireless Sensor 

Networks from interlopers or assailants can be proficient by 

key administration where the procedure lessens the quantity 

of noxious connections and further security of information 

can be given by encoding the information with the goal that 

aggressor neglects to get the first plain content. 

 
Fig. 1: Sensor nodes scattered in a sensor 

Key administration method for a safe application in 

Wireless Sensor Network should negligibly join the 

accompanying components. Like Realness, Confidentiality, 

Integrity, Scalability, Memory, Confidentiality. Uprightness, 

Authentication. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

The study of JinatRehana [1] on safety of wireless sensor 

network discusses the safety troubles of WSN primarily 

based on its resource restrained layout and deployment traits 

and the security necessities for designing a cozy WSN. Also, 

his study documents the well-known attacks at the different 

layers of WSN and some counter measures against those 

attacks. Finally, he discusses on some defensive measures of 

WSN giving focus on the key management, link layer and 

routing security. 

A full approach for intrusion detection in wireless 

sensor network proposed by Andreas A.Strikos [2] discusses 

the major threats that WSNs have to deal with when WSN is 

used in some critical applications like defense, area 

monitoring etc. Additionally he has mentioned existing 

countermeasures to deal with threats that arise in WSN, but 

he focuses on intrusion detection where he combined the 

existing IDS approaches and proposes the steps to build IDS 

for WSNs. 

Wenliang Du, Jing Deng, Yunghsiang S. Han, 

Shigang Chen, and Pramod k. Varshney[3] recommend a key 

control scheme for wireless sensor networks the use of 

deployment knowledge in which a singular random key pre-

distribution scheme that exploits deployment knowledge and 

avoids unnecessary key assignments. In addition it has been 

proved the overall performance (together with connectivity, 

memory usage, and network resilience towards node capture) 

of sensor networks can be drastically advanced with using 

their proposed scheme and discusses the shortcomings of 

Diffie-Hellman and public-key primarily based schemes. 

The study made by Wenliang Du, Jing Deng 

Yunghsiang, S. Han Pramod and K. Varshney[4] on key 

management in wireless sensor networks extended abstract 

discuss on the properties of sensor nodes, components and its 

function. They also speak the various crucial programs where 

the wireless sensor networks are used and additionally the 

safety troubles that get up in wireless sensor community like 

attackers trying to get the statistics in WSN, looking to add a 

few deceptive facts to the authentic messages, paying 

attention to the traffic or impersonate one of the community 

nodes. They also discuss the problem of how to distribute 

keys for secure communication 

Loukaslazos and RadhaPoovendran[5] suggest a 

scheme for SeRLoc: robust Localization for Wi-Fi sensor 

networks wherein a singular variety-impartial localization set 

of rules known as SeRLoc that is nicely appropriate to a 

beneficial useful resource restricted surroundings which 

includes a WSN is proposed. SeRLoc is a dispensed set of 

policies based totally on a two-tier community architecture 

that allows sensors to passively decide their location without 

interacting with distinctive sensors. They show that SeRLoc 

is powerful towards acknowledged attacks on WSNs which 
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include the wormhole attack, the Sybil attack, and 

compromise of community entities and analytically compute 

the possibility of success for every attack. Additionally they 

evaluate the overall performance of SeRLoc with present day 

variety-independent localization schemes and show that 

SeRLoc has better performance. 

DebarghAcharya and Vijay Kumar [6] advise a 

scheme for vicinity aware pair-smart key technology for 

advert-hoc sensor networks in which within the inspect the 

crucial aspect distribution problem in massive Wi-Fi sensor 

networks and present one in each of  comfortable verbal 

exchange schemes. In assessment to others, their schemes do 

not save a key chain inside the reminiscence from a hooked 

up key area and put off key broadcast. They have got made 

the crucial component generation section exceedingly more 

secured with the use of region facts. Authentication of sensor 

nodes is also an vital issue and has been considered in there 

schemes. 

A key control scheme in dispensed sensor networks 

using assault probabilities proposed with the useful resource 

of Siu-Ping Chan, RadhaPoovendran and Ming-Ting solar [7] 

make use of the a priori chance to design a version of random 

key pre-distribution method that improves the resilience and 

therefore the fraction of compromised communications as 

compared to seminal works. They in addition relate the key 

ring length of the subgroup node to the possibility of node 

compromise, and layout an powerful scalable safety 

mechanism that will increase the resilience to the attacks for 

the sensor subgroups. Simulation outcomes show that by 

using manner of using their scheme, the overall performance 

may be appreciably improved in the sensor network those 

most effective sacrifices a small extent within the hazard of a 

shared key exists among nodes, in comparison to those of the 

earlier effects. 

They have a look at of   at ease Wi-Fi sensor 

networks: problems and answers made by means of Fei Hu, 

Jim Ziobro, Jason Tillett and Neeraj ok. Sharma [9] analyzes 

security challenges in wireless sensor networks and 

summarizes key troubles that ought to be solved for attaining 

the ad hoc security. They deliver a top level view of the 

modern state of solutions on such key problems as secure 

routing, prevention of denial-of-service and key control 

service and additionally gift some comfy methods to gain 

security in wireless sensor networks. In the end they present 

included method to securing sensor networks. 

S. Padma Priya and Mr. JayaramPradhan [10] 

suggest a scheme for an efficient safety framework for 

detection and isolation of attackers in low price Wi-Fi 

personal place networks in which they provide an efficient 

scheme for provide an efficient protection Framework (ESF) 

that protects each routing and records forwarding operations. 

Their framework includes (i) Detection of malicious nodes by 

using the changed AODV protocol. (ii) Isolation of malicious 

nodes by using the usage of Multi-Signature based tickets. 

Through via each analysis and simulation effects, they exhibit 

the effectiveness of the framework in a particularly cellular 

and hostile surroundings. 

III. DIFFERENT METHODS TO DETECT VAMPIRE ATTACK IN 

WSN 

Existing work on secure routing attempts to ensure that 

adversaries cannot cause path discovery to return an invalid 

network path, but vampires do not disrupt or alter discovered 

paths, instead using existing valid network paths and protocol 

compliant messages. Protocols that maximize power 

efficiency are also inappropriate, since they rely on 

cooperative node behavior and cannot optimize out malicious 

action. 

A. Vampire Attack: 

Vampire attacks means creating and sending messages via 

malicious node which causes more electricity intake with the 

aid of the community leading to slow depletion of node’s 

battery life. The vampire attacks can be categorized has types. 

There are: one is Carousel attack and different is Stretch 

attack. 

1) Carousel Attack: 

In this attack, an adversary sends a packet with a course 

composed as a chain of loops, such that the equal node 

appears in the course in many instances. On this malicious 

node introduces loop inside the path of packet travel 

purposely to drain the strength of sincere nodes. An instance 

of this sort of course is in the thick direction suggests the 

sincere route and thin indicates the malicious direction. 

2) Stretch Attack:  

Some other attacks inside the same vein is the stretch attack, 

wherein a malicious node constructs artificially long supply 

routes, causing packets to traverse a bigger than top-quality 

number of nodes. Below the parent sincere path shown with 

thick traces and adversary or malicious path with skinny 

lines. The honest path could be very much less remote but the 

malicious direction could be very long to make greater energy 

consumption. 

The carousel attack causes immoderate strength 

utilization for a few nodes, when you consider that most 

effective nodes along a shorter path are affected. In 

assessment, the stretch attack suggests more uniform energy 

consumption for all nodes within the community, since it 

lengthens the route, causing more nodes to manner the 

packet. 

The motivation behind outline is to devise the 

answer for an issue focused by utilizing the prerequisites 

report. This segment is step one in moving from bother space 

to the answer area. In various words, beginning with what is 

required; format takes us to artworks an approach to satisfy 

the necessities. The design of the machine is maybe the most 

basic viewpoint influencing the incredible of the product. 

Framework design aspirations to recognize the modules that 

should be inside the device, the details of those modules and 

determines association with each diverse to supply The 

proposed framework is required to give the accompanying 

functionalities:  

 The framework ought to have the capacity to lessen the 

vindictive connections from the assailant to the hubs in 

the Wireless Sensor Network.  

 The framework ought to have the capacity to minimize 

the hacking of information.  

The proposed design demonstrates diverse layers 

where framework instatement is the principal layer in which 

sensor system limit is introduced, sensor hubs are sent in the 

system limit and every sensor hubs is appointed with IDs. The 

following layer is the key administration layer where in 

Location subordinate key administration strategy has been 
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intended to decrease the malevolent connections to the sensor 

hubs.  

IV. CONCLUSION 

Since Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN) has been advanced, 

they are utilized as a part of numerous basic applications like 

military et cetera. So there is requirement for securing 

information in Wireless Sensor Networks. After reviewing 

several literatures, in WSN area, it has been noticed that are 

1) There is limited research work done on key management 

scheme which takes the location of sensor nodes into 

consideration while deciding the keys to be deployed on 

each node.  

2) Combining of encryption with key management for 

securing data in Wireless sensor network. 

In this anticipate work, remembering the significant 

issue of securing information in Wireless Sensor Networks, a 

framework which is a mix of Key Management strategy 

alongside encryption plans have been produced 
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